BASP/ANNEX/01
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: COA-BASP-090

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Davit

BDH, BDR, BDTD, BDHP, BDTW, BDRW, BDM, BFOD, HDFL,
HDF, BDA, BDFA, BDL, BHI

Winch

BWL, BRW, FHW, BAW, BDF, BLW, BMW, BWR,

Manufacture

BADA (HI)

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

HDFL, HDL, HD, HDFN, HDR, HLB, HDFR

Hook

TALON, THP

Davit

H, T, TC

Winch

EB, TC, OAP

Manufacture
HYUNDAI

IKNOW (TSUJI)

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

GJ, JY-FN, JY-FF, JYM-FN, JYM-FF, JY-QFP/N

Davit

JYL, JYF, JYP, JYR, JYRC, JYRH

Winch

JYW, JYWP

Hook

JX, JXN

Manufacture

JIANGSU JIAOYAN
(JIANGYIN XINJIANG)

1.

The equipment listed above should be understood as:
a.
Lifeboat: Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted
with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives.
b.
Davit: Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit.
c.
Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears.
d.
Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric.

2.

Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company
name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered
deemed acceptable by this Administration.

3.

When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of
Authorisation
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BASP/ANNEX/01
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: COA-BASP-090

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

JYB, SC

Davit

SA, SAC, SM, FA, LB, LA, BHGH, PD, FRH, EHRD, SRH,
BHGP, RB, HB, HDC, ESAD

Hook

JYBHK

Davit

M, S, RD, R, SR, MV, H, HR, V, T, BD, FH, FE, MFR MGR,
SP, GRA, SAR

Winch

06, W, RW, AW, BW, LW, FW, SW, BH, BE, BA

Hook

RH

Manufacture

JIANGYINSHI BEIHAI

MANSEI (MIURA)

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

G, ML, F

Davit

HGD, HGK, SHS, RTD, DHA, DMA, FD, RD, WL, RDW

Winch

BWE, SWE, WL, RD, RDW, FD

Manufacture
NISHI-F (ISHIHARA)
ORIENTAL

1.

The equipment listed above should be understood as:
a.
Lifeboat: Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted
with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives.
b.
Davit: Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit.
c.
Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears.
d.
Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric.

2.

Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company
name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered
deemed acceptable by this Administration.

3.

When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of
Authorisation
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BASP/ANNEX/01
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: COA-BASP-090

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

BH, BH-F, BH-R, BH-HR

Hook

BG, BH-HOOK, 21KN, 23KN, 35KN

Davit

BD-FF, BD-SA, BD-SH, BD-PV

Winch

BW-H

Manufacture

QINGDAO BEIHAI

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

SZ, FEL, GARS, VOX, OPEN

Davit

SHS, SH, STS, SSS, SFS, SFA, SFB, SFC, SFD, SJS, SJR

Manufacture
SHIGI
SEKIGAHARA

Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Lifeboat

KL, TL

Hook

43GS-1 (A, B, C, D)

Manufacture
TSUNEISHI
(KAMBARA RINGYO)

1.

The equipment listed above should be understood as:
a.
Lifeboat: Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted
with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives.
b.
Davit: Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit.
c.
Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears.
d.
Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric.

2.

Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company
name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered
deemed acceptable by this Administration.

3.

When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of
Authorisation
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Make & Type listing
Equipment

Type, Series or Range

Davit

HE, LE, SA, FH, SAF, SAFC, HDCL, LFR, LFRH

Davit

DH, DLRD, DSAD, PV

Winch

Manufacture
ZHENJIANG MARINE
SANGSANGIN (ex
DONGNAM)

DCHH, DPR, DNR, DRBD, DSAC

1.

The equipment listed above should be understood as:
a.
Lifeboat: Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted
with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives.
b.
Davit: Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit.
c.
Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears.
d.
Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric.

2.

Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company
name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered
deemed acceptable by this Administration.

3.

When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of
Authorisation
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